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Abstract
In these short notes we present a parametrization of the results obtained in the
chiral quark-soliton model for polarized antiquark distributions ∆u¯, ∆d¯ and ∆s¯ at
a low normalization point around µ = 0.6 GeV.
The aim of these short notes is to summarize the results for the polarized antiquark
distributions ∆u¯, ∆d¯ and ∆s¯ obtained in refs. [1, 2, 3] in the framework of the chiral
quark-soliton model.
The chiral quark-soliton model [4] is a low-energy field theoretical model of the nu-
cleon structure which allows a consistent calculations of leading twist quark and antiquark
distributions [1]. Due to its field theoretical nature the quark and antiquark distributions
obtained in this model satisfy all general QCD requirements: positivity, sum rules, in-
equalities, etc.
A remarkable prediction of the chiral quark soliton model, noted first in ref. [1], is the
strong flavour asymmetry of polarized antiquarks, the feature which is missing in other
models like, for instance, pion cloud models (for discussion of this point see Ref. [5]).
The fits below are based on the calculations of Refs. [1, 2, 3], generalized to the case of
three flavours. The results of these calculations are fitted by the form inspired by quark
counting rules discussed in Ref. [6]:
∆q¯(x) =
1
xαq
[
Aq(1− x)
5 +Bq(1− x)
6
]
, (1)
which leads to
αu = 0.0542, αd = 0.0343, αs = 0.0169
Au = 0.319, Ad = −0.185, As = −0.0366
Bu = 0.589, Bd = −0.672, Bs = −0.316 . (2)
In Fig. 1 we plot the resulting distribution functions. We note that these functions,
obtained in the framework of the chiral quark soliton model, refer to the normalization
point of about µ = 0.6 GeV.
A few comments are in order here:
• The model calculations are not justified at x close to zero and one. Therefore the
small x and x → 1 behaviours obtained in the the fit above should be consider as
an educated guess only, not as model prediction.
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Figure 1: Results for x∆u¯(x), x∆d¯(x) and x∆s¯(x) at low normalization point obtained
in chiral quark soliton model
• We estimate that the theoretical errors related to the approximations (1/Nc cor-
rections, ms corrections, etc.) done in the model calculations are at the level of
20%-30% for ∆u¯ and ∆d¯, and around 50% for ∆s¯. The value of the normalization
point is not known exactly, the most favoured value is µ = 0.6 GeV.
The measurements of flavour asymmetry of polarized antiquarks, say, in semi-inclusive
DIS [5] or in Drell-Yan reactions with polarized protons [7] would allow to discriminate
between different pictures of the nucleon.
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